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Experimental psychologists interested in learning have traditionally studied the behavior of animals and men faced with rewards and punishments that the subject could control. So, in a typical instrumental learning experiment, the subject can either make some response or refrain from making it and thereby influence the events around him. Nature, however, is not always so benign in its arrangement of the contingencies. Not only do we face events that we can control by our actions, but we also face many events about which we can do nothing at all. Such uncontrollable events can significantly debilitate organisms: they produce passivity in the face of trauma, inability to learn that responding is effective, and emotional stress in animals, and possibly depression in man. This review is concerned with the behavioral and psychological impact of uncontrollable traumatic events.

Behavioral manifestations.—When an experimentally naive dog receives escape-avoidance training in a shuttle box, the following behavior typically occurs: at the onset of the first painful electric shock, the dog runs frantically about, defecating, urinating, and howling, until it accidentally scrambles over the barrier and so escapes the shock. On the next trial, the dog, running and howling, crosses the barrier more quickly than on the preceding trail. This pattern continues until the dog learns to avoid shock altogether. We have found a striking difference between this pattern of behavior and that exhibited by dogs first given uncontrollable electric shocks in a Pavlovian hammock (1, 2). Such a dog’s first reactions to shock in the shuttle box are much the same as those of a naive dog. However, in dramatic contrast to a naive dog, a typical dog which has experienced uncontrollable shocks before avoidance training soon stops running and howling and sits or lies, quietly whining, until shock terminates. The dog does not cross the barrier and escape from shock. Rather, it seems to give up and passively accepts the shock. On succeeding trials, the dog continues to fail to make escape movements and takes as much shock as the experimenter chooses to give.

There is another peculiar characteristic of the behavior of dogs which have first experienced inescapable shock. Such dogs occasionally jump the barrier early in training and escape, but then revert to taking the shock;
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they fail to learn that barrier-jumping produces shock-termination. In naive dogs, however, a successful escape response is a reliable predictor of future, short-latency escape responses.

The escape-avoidance behavior of over 150 dogs which had received prior inescapable shocks has been studied. Two-thirds of these dogs do not escape; the other third escape and avoid in normal fashion. It is obvious that failure to escape is highly maladaptive since it means that the dog takes 50 seconds of severe, pulsating shock on each trial. In contrast, only 6 percent of experimentally naive dogs fail to escape in the shuttle box. So, any given dog either fails to escape on almost every trial or learns normally.

We use the term "learned helplessness" to describe the interference with adaptive responding produced by inescapable shock and also as a shorthand to describe the process which we believe underlies the behavior (see Etiology). The phenomenon seems widespread, and such interference has been reported in dogs by a number of investigators (3–8). Nor is it restricted to dogs: deficits in instrumental responding after experience with uncontrollable shock has been shown in rats (9–20), cats (21), fish (22–24), mice (25), and men (26–27).

Inability to control trauma not only disrupts shock escape in a variety of species, but also interferes with a range of adaptive behaviors. Rats that receive inescapable shocks initiate less pain-elicited aggression toward other rats (28), are slower to learn to swim out of a water maze (29) as are mice (25), and are poorer at food-getting behavior in adulthood when very hungry (17). Situations involving uncontrollable events other than shock can produce effects which may be related to failure to escape shock: Escape deficits can be produced by inescapable tumbling (30), passivity following defeat in fighting (31), "sudden death" following defeat (32) or restraint (33), and retardation in learning to bar press for food following uncontrollable food (34). In addition to impairing voluntary responding, uncontrollable shock produces more stress than controllable shock as measured by behavioral suppression (37–39), by defecation and conditioned fear (35), and by subjective report (40). Finally, more weight loss, anorexia, and whole brain norepinephrine depletion is found in rats experiencing uncontrollable as opposed to controllable shock (35, 36, 41).

In summary, experience with uncontrollable trauma typically has three basic effects: (a) animals become passive in the face of trauma, i.e., they are slower to initiate responses to alleviate trauma and may not respond at all; (b) animals are retarded at learning that their responses control trauma, i.e., if the animal makes a response which produces relief, he may have trouble "catching-on" to the response-relief contingency; and (c) animals show more stress when faced with trauma they cannot control than with equivalent controllable trauma. This maladaptive behavior appears in a variety of species including man, and over a range of tasks which require voluntary responding.
Etiology.—It is commonly accepted that animals can learn that responding controls rewards and punishments. We believe that animals are also sensitive to the independence of responding and reinforcers, and can learn that events are uncontrollable as well as controllable. The three main effects of uncontrollable trauma are explained by postulating such a form of learning:

1. Response initiation. The probability that the subject will initiate responses to escape is lowered because part of the incentive for making such responses is the expectation that they will bring relief. If the subject has previously learned that its responses have no effect on trauma, this contravenes such an expectation.

2. Retardation of learning. Learning that responding and shock are independent makes it more difficult to learn that responding does produce relief, when the subject makes a response which actually terminates shock. In general, if one has acquired a "cognitive set" in which A's are irrelevant to B's, it will be harder for one to learn that A's produce B's when they do. By the helplessness hypothesis, this mechanism is responsible for the difficulty that helpless dogs have in learning that responding produces relief, even after they respond and successfully turn off shock.

3. Emotional stress. Learning that trauma is uncontrollable may produce more stress than learning that it is controllable.

Thus, we have hypothesized that it is not shock per se but only uncontrollable shock that produces failure to escape (42, 43).

We have tested and confirmed this hypothesis in several ways. We began by ruling out alternative hypotheses: It is unlikely that our dogs have either become adapted (and therefore not motivated enough to escape shock) or sensitized (and therefore too disorganized to escape shock) by pretreatment with shock; for making the shock very intense or very mild in the shuttle box does not attenuate the phenomenon. Further, it is unlikely that the dogs have learned by explicit or superstitious reinforcement or punishment during inescapable shock, a motor response pattern which competes with barrier jumping in the shuttle box; for interference occurs even if the dogs are paralyzed by curare and can make no overt motor responses during shock (42, 43). Two direct tests of the hypothesis have been performed. If the dog has either an active panel pressing response (2) during shock in the hammock or even the passive response of standing still (7) as instrumental acts which turn off shock, he is later not helpless in the shuttle box. So, one cause of learned helplessness seems to be learning that reinforcers cannot be controlled.

Cure.—Only one treatment seems to cure helplessness in dogs. By our hypothesis, the dog does not try to escape because he expects that no instrumental response will produce shock termination. By forcibly exposing the dog to the fact that responding produces reinforcement this expectation
should be changed. When "directive therapy" is used and helpless dogs are dragged with long leashes from side to side in the shuttle box, so that changing compartments terminates shock, all dogs eventually begin to respond on their own (5). The recovery from helplessness is complete and lasting, and this finding has been replicated with over two dozen helpless dogs.

The behavior of animals during "leash pulling" is noteworthy. At the beginning of the procedure, a good deal of force has to be exerted to pull the dog across the center of the shuttle box. Less and less force is needed as training progresses. A stage is typically reached in which a slight nudge of the leash will drive the dog into action. Finally, each dog initiates his own response, and thereafter failure to escape is very rare. The initial problem seems to be one of "getting going."

**Prevention.**—Dramatic successes in medicine have come more frequently from prevention than from treatment, and I would hazard a guess that inoculation and immunization have saved many more lives than cure. Surprisingly, psychotherapy is almost exclusively limited to curative procedures, and preventative procedures rarely play an explicit role. In our studies of dogs we found that behavioral immunization provided an easy and effective means of preventing learned helplessness. Dogs that first received escapable shocks either in the shuttle box (2) or in the hammock (44) and then inescapable shock in the hammock, learn later to escape and avoid in the shuttle box, while dogs that receive yoked inescapable shock fail to escape.

Other findings support the idea that experience in controlling trauma may protect organisms from the helplessness caused by inescapable trauma. Among dogs of unknown history, helplessness is a statistical effect: Approximately two-thirds of dogs given inescapable shock become helpless, while one-third respond normally. Six percent of naïve dogs are helpless in the shuttle box without any prior experience with inescapable shock. Could it be possible that those dogs which do not become helpless even after inescapable shock have had a prelaboratory history of controllable trauma while dogs who are helpless without any previous shock have experienced uncontrollable trauma before arriving at the lab? To test this, we raised dogs from weaning in individual cages in the laboratory, and these dogs have very limited experience controlling anything, relative to dogs of unknown history. Such cage-reared dogs are more susceptible to helplessness. While it took four sessions of inescapable shock to produce helplessness one week later in dogs of unknown history, two sessions of inescapable shock in the hammock were sufficient to cause helplessness in the cage-reared dogs (8).

In this regard, we should mention the dramatic findings on sudden death in wild rats (33). When wild rats are squeezed in the human hand until they stop struggling, then placed in a water tank, they drown suddenly. Unlike nonsqueezed rats which swim for 60 hours before drowning, these rats dive to the bottom and drown within 30 minutes. Sudden death is prevented by a technique which resembles our immunization procedure: If the experimenter holds the rat, then lets it go, holds it again and lets it go, sudden death does
not occur. Further, if, after holding it, he puts the rat in the water, takes it out, puts it in again and rescues it again, sudden death is prevented. These procedures, like our own, may provide the rat with a sense of control over trauma and thereby immunize against sudden death caused by inescapable trauma.

Depression.—Since most of the investigations of uncontrollable trauma have used infra-humans, we can only speculate on the relationship of learned helplessness in animals to maladaptive behaviors in man. The phenomenon of human depression, particularly reactive depression, has a number of parallels to the phenomenon of learned helplessness (45). Like learned helplessness, depression is characterized by reduced response initiation as well as a "negative cognitive set"—difficulty in believing or learning that one's own responses will succeed even when they do (46–50). In a factor analytic study of the symptoms of depression, a factor including feelings of hopelessness, helplessness, and worthlessness has been characterized as the essence of depression (46). It is also of interest that the norepinephrine depletion produced by uncontrollable shock (41) parallels the catecholamine hypothesis of affective disorders (51) which holds norepinephrine depletion to be responsible for human depression. Several recent theorists have postulated that learning and believing that one is helpless and hopeless is the central psychological cause of depression (52–54) and this articulates well with the etiology of learned helplessness. Finally, successful psychotherapy in depression, like therapy for learned helplessness, may involve having the patient come to believe that he can be effective in controlling the events that are important to him, and recent evidence lends support to this view (55–58). A caveat is in order, however: since most of the evidence for depression is largely anecdotal and selected, experimental tests in man on the helplessness theory of depression are needed.
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